
Public transport 

• From Sheremetyevo Airport 
• From Domodedovo Airport 
• From Vnukovo Airport 

From Sheremetyevo Airport 
http://www.svo.aero/en/ 

Sheremetyevo Airport is located 29 km north-west of central Moscow. To reach the city center you may 
use red Aeroexpress trains. Signs will lead you to the rail terminal. Trains leave every 30 minutes from 
5:00 am to 0:30 am. Non-stop journey to Belorussky Train Station takes 35 minutes. Standard class 
ticket price starts from 420 rubles (€5.81), business class is 1000 rubles (€13.82). Free Wi-Fi is available 
both inside the Aeroexpress train and in the Metro. 

For more information please visit https://aeroexpress.ru/en/sheremetyevo.html 

Once you are at Belorussky Train Station, you should enter Belorusskaya metro station. 

Directions to Novotel Moscow Kievskaya Hotel or Ibis Moscow Kievskaya Hotel: 

You should take the Metro Circle Line №5 (brown) and get down at third metro station, called Kievskaya 
(your route would be Belorusskaya — Krasnopresnenskaya — Kievskaya). You need the way out 
to Ploshchad’ Evropy. Once you went out from metro, you will find yourself between the building 
of Kievsky Train Station on your left hand and Evropeyskiy Shopping Mall on your right hand. You have 
to pass by those buildings (for about 200 meters) and you will see your hotels on the right side 
of the street (same side where the Evropeyskiy Shopping Mall is situated). 

Directions to Hills Apart Hotel Moscow: 

You should take the Metro Circle Line №5 (the brown one) and get down at third metro station, called 
Kievskaya (your route would be Belorusskaya — Krasnopresnenskaya — Kievskaya). You need the way 
out to Ploshchad’ Evropy. Once you went out from metro, you will find yourself between the building 
of Kievsky Train Station and Evropeyskiy Shopping Mall. You will see the bus/trolley stop on the side 
of Kievsky Train station. You need to take minibus №205 or trolley №17 or №34 and get down 
at “Universitetskiy Prospect” Station. 

Directions to Universitetskaya Hotel and Lomonosov Hotel: 

You should take the Metro Circle Line №5 (the brown one) and get down at third metro station, called 
Kievskaya (your route would be Belorusskaya — Krasnopresnenskaya — Kievskaya). Then you should 
interchange to the Kievskaya station on the line №3 (the blue one). Your route would be Kievskaya — 
Park Pobedy. Then you should interchange to the line №8A (the yellow one; just go to the opposite side 
of the platsorm). Your route would be  Park Pobedy — Minskaya — Lomonosovsky Prospekt . Please 
choose the first carriage of train moving from center, so once arrived you will be closest to the right way 
out. You should have an off at “Lomonosovsky Prospekt ” metro station. Then you go out and turn right 
after glass doors. 

Directions to the Congress Venue: 

You should take the Belorusskaya at the line №2 (the green one) and go down at Teatralnaya Station. 
Your route would be Belorusskaya — Mayakovskaya — Tverskaya — Teatralnaya. Then you should 
interchange to the line №3 (the blue one; the corresponding metro station at the blue line №3 is Ploshchad 
Revolyutsii). Your route would be Ploshchad Revolutsii — Arbatskaya — Smolenskaya — Kievskaya — 



Park Pobedy. Then you should interchange to the line №8A (the yellow one; just go to the opposite side 
of the platsorm). Your route would be  Park Pobedy — Minskaya — Lomonosovsky Prospekt . Please 
choose the first carriage of train moving from center, so once arrived you will be closest to the right way 
out. You should have an off at “Lomonosovsky Prospekt ” metro station. Then you go out and turn left 
after glass doors. After getting out on the street take the turning to the right and walk about 5 minutes. 
The Faculty of Biology of Moscow State University will be on your left side. 

Если открывают ссылку ‘From Domodedovo Airport’, разворачивается следующий текст: 

From Domodedovo Airport 
http://www.dme.ru/images/info/english.htm 

Domodedovo Airport is located 36 km south-east of central Moscow. To reach the city center you may 
use red Aeroexpress trains. Signs will lead you to the rail terminal. Trains leave every 30 minutes from 
5:00 am to 0:30 am. Non-stop journey to Paveletsky Train Station takes 45 minutes. Standard class 
ticket price starts from 420 rubles (€5.81), business class is 1000 rubles (€13.82). Free Wi-Fi is available 
both inside the Aeroexpress train and in the Metro. 

For more information please visit https://aeroexpress.ru/en/domodedovo.html 

Once you are at Paveletsky Train Station, you should enter Paveletskaya metro station. 

Directions to Novotel Moscow Kievskaya Hotel or Ibis Moscow Kievskaya Hotel: 

You should take the Metro Circle Line №5 (the brown one) and get down at Kievskaya (so your route 
would be Paveletskaya — Dobryninskaya — Oktyabrskaya — Park Kultury — Kievskaya). You need 
the way out to Ploshchad’ Evropy. Once you went out from metro, you will find yourself between 
the building of Kievsky Train Station on your left hand and Evropeyskiy Shopping Mall on your right 
hand. You have to pass by those buildings (for about 200 meters) and you will see your hotels on the right 
side of the street (same side where Evropeyskiy Shopping Mall is situated). 

Directions to Hills Apart Hotel Moscow: 

You should take the Metro Circle Line №5 (the brown one) and get down at Kievskaya metro station 
(your route would be Paveletskaya — Dobryninskaya — Oktyabrskaya — Park Kultury — Kievskaya). 
You need the way out to Ploshchad’ Evropy. Once you went out from metro, you will find yourself 
between the building of Kievsky Train Station and Evropeyskiy Shopping Mall. You will see 
the bus/trolley stop on the side of Kievsky Train station. You need to take minibus №205 or trolley №17 
or №34 and get down at “Universitetskiy Prospect” stop. 

Directions to Universitetskaya Hotel and Lomonosov Hotel: 

You should take the Metro Circle Line №5 (the brown one) and get down at Kievskaya metro station 
(your route would be Paveletskaya — Dobryninskaya — Oktyabrskaya — Park Kultury — Kievskaya). 
Then you should interchange to the Kievskaya station on the line №3 (the blue one). Your route would be 
Kievskaya — Park Pobedy. Then you should interchange to the line №8A (the yellow one; just go to the 
opposite side of the platsorm). Your route would be  Park Pobedy — Minskaya — Lomonosovsky 
Prospekt . Please choose the first carriage of train moving from center, so once arrived you will be closest 
to the right way out. You should have an off at “Lomonosovsky Prospekt ” metro station. Then you go 
out and turn right after glass doors. 

Directions to the Congress Venue: 



You should take the Metro Circle Line №5 (the brown one) and go down at Park Kultury Station. Your 
route would be Paveletskaya — Dobryninskaya — Oktyabrskaya — Park Kultury — Kievskaya. Then 
you should interchange to the Kievskaya station on the line №3 (the blue one). Your route would be 
Kievskaya — Park Pobedy. Then you should interchange to the line №8A (the yellow one; just go to the 
opposite side of the platsorm). Your route would be  Park Pobedy — Minskaya — Lomonosovsky 
Prospekt . Please choose the first carriage of train moving from center, so once arrived you will be closest 
to the right way out. You should have an off at “Lomonosovsky Prospekt ” metro station. Then you go 
out and turn left after glass doors. After getting out on the street take the turning to the right and walk 
about 5 minutes. The Faculty of Biology of Moscow State University will be on your left side. 

Если открывают ссылку ‘From Vnukovo Airport’, разворачивается следующий текст: 

From Vnukovo Airport 
http://www.vnukovo.ru/en/ 

Vnukovo Airport is located 28 km southwest of central Moscow. To reach the city center you may use red 
Aeroexpress trains. Signs will lead you to the rail terminal. Trains leave every hour from 6:00 to 0:00 
(sometimes more often). Non-stop journey to Kievsky Train Station takes 35 minutes. Standard class 
ticket price starts from 420 rubles (€5.81), business class is 1000 rubles (€13.82). Free Wi-Fi is available 
both inside the Aeroexpress train and in the Metro. 

For more information please visit https://aeroexpress.ru/en/vnukovo.html 

Directions to Novotel Moscow Kievskaya Hotel or Ibis Moscow Kievskaya Hotel: 

Upon Aeroexpress train arrival to Kievsky Station you should enter the subway crossing. The entrance 
is situated on the railway platform, you will easily find it if you follow other passengers. Pass through 
the subway crossing (please avoid entering metro). Once you are on the ground, you will see your hotels 
situated on your left on the other side of the street. 

Directions to Hills Apart Hotel Moscow: 

Upon Aeroexpress train arrival to Kievsky Station you should enter the subway crossing. The entrance 
is situated on the railway platform, you will easily find it if you follow other passengers. Pass through 
the subway crossing (please avoid entering metro). Once you are on the ground, you will see 
the bus/trolley stop on the side of Kievsky Train station. You need to take minibus №205 or trolley №17 
or №34 and get down at “Universitetskiy Prospect” stop. 

Directions to Universitetskaya Hotel and Lomonosov Hotel: 

Upon Aeroexpress train arrival to Kievsky Station you should enter the subway crossing. The entrance 
is situated on the railway platform, you will easily find it if you follow other passengers. Pass through 
the subway crossing (please avoid entering metro). Once you are on the ground, you will see 
the bus/trolley stop on the side of Kievsky Train station. You need to take express bus №902 
or trolley №17 or №34 and get down at “Ploshchad’ Indiry Gandhi” stop. 

Or: 

Upon Aeroexpress train arrival to Kievsky Station you should enter the subway crossing.  You should 
enter metro and take the metro station Kievskaya on the line №3 (the blue one). Your route would be 
Kievskaya — Park Pobedy. Then you should interchange to the line №8A (the yellow one; just go to the 
opposite side of the platsorm). Your route would be  Park Pobedy — Minskaya — Lomonosovsky 
Prospekt . Please choose the first carriage of train moving from center, so once arrived you will be closest 



to the right way out. You should have an off at “Lomonosovsky Prospekt ” metro station. Then you go 
out and turn right after glass doors. 

Directions to the Congress Venue: 

Upon Aeroexpress train arrival to Kievsky Station you should enter the subway crossing. The entrance 
is situated on the railway platform, you will easily find it if you follow other passengers. Pass through 
the subway crossing (please avoid entering metro). Once you are on the ground, you will see 
the bus/trolley stop on the side of Kievsky Train station. You need to take trolley №34 or №34K and get 
down at “Mendeleyevskaya Ulitsa” stop. The Faculty of Biology of Moscow State University will 
be on your right side. 

Or: 

Upon Aeroexpress train arrival to Kievsky Station you should enter the subway crossing. You should 
enter metro and take the metro station Kievskaya on the line №3 (the blue one). Your route would be 
Kievskaya — Park Pobedy. Then you should interchange to the line №8A (the yellow one; just go to the 
opposite side of the platsorm). Your route would be  Park Pobedy — Minskaya — Lomonosovsky 
Prospekt . Please choose the first carriage of train moving from center, so once arrived you will be closest 
to the right way out. You should have an off at “Lomonosovsky Prospekt ” metro station. Then you go 
out and turn left after glass doors. After getting out on the street take the turning to the right and walk 
about 5 minutes. The Faculty of Biology of Moscow State University will be on your left side. 


